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Introduction
We congratulate you on the purchase of Neuro-IOM system. Read the user manual
carefully before starting to work and keep it at hand for reference.

The Neuro-IOM.NET software together with Neurosoft IONM devices is intended for
monitoring of the functional integrity and/or mapping of central and peripheral nervous
system including motor and sensory pathways to avoid or minimize the potential risk
of neurological deficit during surgery.

This user manual describes all possible tests, however the number of supported tests
can be limited by your device options. The intended use and the supported tests are
stated in the technical manual supplied with the device.

Neurosoft Company modifies constantly the manufactured devices and software for
them. Thus the software can differ from this one described in this manual.

You can send your responses and recommendations to Neurosoft Company by
the following address:

P.O. Box 10, Ivanovo, 153000, Russia

or by e-mail:

help@neurosoft.ru.

You can find additional information on Neurosoft products in the Internet:

www.neurosoft.com

or ask questions by phones:

+7 (4932) 59-21-12; +7 (4932) 24-04-37 (Service department),

+7 (4932) 95-99-99; +7 (4932) 24-04-34.

You can also contact Neuromed Company, Authorized European Representative of
Neurosoft Company (to Mr. Benjamin Scholl) by the following address:

360 avenue du Clapier

ZAС du Couquiou

84320 Entraigues sur-la-Sorgue

France

Phone: +33 621-304-580

E-mail: info@neurosoft-france.com
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1. Conventions and Special Fonts
The following conventions and fonts are accepted in this manual:

Boldface in frame is used to emphasize important fragments in text, which are worth
paying attention to.

[Key], [Key+Key] is used as a set of one or more keys that invoke an operation when
triggered by the user.

Menu, Menu|Command, Menu|Submenu|Command is used as a menu or menu
commands that invoke an operation when triggered by the user.

 is used to define the toolbar buttons. To invoke an operation you should click
the corresponding toolbar button with left mouse button.

2. General Information on Working with
Neuro-IOM.NET

2.1. System Requirements
Neuro-IOM.NET software can work properly under the following operating systems:

· Windows 7;

· Windows 8;

· Windows 10.

Pre-installed Microsoft .NET Framework 4.6 and higher is required for proper software
operation. If you install the software from the Neurosoft electronic media, then
Microsoft .NET Framework will be installed automatically.

Basic hardware requirements conform to the requirements of operating systems listed
above. Besides, your computer must have at least one available USB port for device
connection.

Recommended system requirements:

· Processor: Intel, Core i5 and above.

· RAM: 4 Gb and more.

· Monitor: 17" and more, 1024×768 and more.
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· Free hard disk space: 200 Mb for software installation and 50 Gb or more for exam
storage.

· Available USB ports to connect the device and printer.

Connect the device to PC only after software installation.

2.2. Software Installation
To start the installation process, insert the disk with Neuro-IOM.NET software into
the disk drive. If after several seconds the installation process does not start
automatically, start Autorun.exe file from the disk. In the appeared installation wizard
window (Fig. 1) choose the Neuro-IOM.NET menu item.

Fig. 1

You must have OS administrator rights to install the software on your PC.

If the previous program version was installed on your PC, then the software prompts
you to install the update (Fig. 2). Click “OK” button to start updating. To cancel update,
click “Cancel” button.

Fig. 2
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If you proceeded with the installation, the following window appears on the screen
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3

To continue the installation click “Next>” button.

If you are installing Neuro-IOM.NET software for 64-bit version of Windows, then
the "Program mode" dialog box appears (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4

In this case we recommend to install 32-bit version of software only if there are
conflicts between Neuro-IOM.NET and pre-installed components.

To continue the installation click “Next>” button.
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In the window that appears choose the installation location (Fig. 5). The default
installation path is C:\Program Files\Neurosoft\ Neuro-IOM.NET. To change
the installation path, click “Browse...” button and specify a new installation folder.

Fig. 5

To continue the installation, click “Next>” button (to go back to the previous stage,
click “<Back” button).

In the window that appears (Fig. 6) you can select a folder in Start|All Programs
menu, where you would like to create Neuro-IOM.NET shortcut icon. By default
the shortcut icon is created in Start|All Programs|Neurosoft|Neuro-IOM.NET folder.
Click “Install” button to start installation.

Fig. 6
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As soon as the Neuro-IOM.NET installation is finished, click “Next>” button (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7

To complete the installation, click “Finish” button (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8

If you install Neuro-IOM.NET software on the PC for the first time, the installation
wizard will install automatically all the required components.

The following components are required for Neuro-IOM.NET operation:

· Microsoft .NET Framework version 4.6 and above;

· Intel(R) IPP Run-Time Installer version 8.1 and above.
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You can always download the software updates from Neurosoft official site using
the following link: http://neurosoft.com/en/index/software. To have access to additional
components use commnet user name and empty password. To receive an access to
the last version of Neuro-IOM.NET software, use iomnet user name and password
which you receive from Neurosoft Sales Department manager.

All the required software distributives (Distributives folder) are supplied on electronic
media (USB flash drive, CD, etc.).

Additional components are installed automatically if you install Neuro-IOM.NET
software from this electronic media.

If some software component failed to install, you can install it manually
from the electronic media.

2.3. Software Update
When you purchase Neuro-IOM system, you get the right to update periodically
Neuro-IOM.NET software free of charge. To update the software, perform the steps
described in the previous chapter.

It is not necessary to reinstall the additional components at software update.

2.4. Program Run

To run Neuro-IOM.NET double-click on software shortcut  on the desktop, or
open Start menu and choose All Programs|Neurosoft|Neuro-IOM.NET menu item.

At that the "User" dialog box can appear on the screen (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9

In this dialog box choose login (user name) to log in to the program. Login (user
name) allows saving software settings of different users, and it is used in case when
several users work with software. If the password is required for the specified user
name, you should enter it in to the "Password" field. If you check "Do not show this
window" checkbox located at the bottom part of the dialog box, the "User" dialog box
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will not appear at next program runs, and you will start work with software without
identification.

After that the main program window appears on the screen (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10

The main program menu is located at the top part of the main window.

The toolbar with most frequently used commands is located immediately below
the main menu. You can perform toolbar setup (change button size, number of
buttons). See more details concerning the toolbar setup in chapter 8.3 "Toolbar
Setup".

The central part of the screen contains the list of exams recorded or opened recently.

Main actions available from the main window of the program:

· Start new exam.

· Open the recorded exam for review.

· Customize the program.

· Close the program.

2.5. Program Exit

To exit the program, click Exit toolbar button, or use Exam|Exit menu
command, or [Alt+X] key combination.

You can also click  button in the top right corner of the main program window.

Main program menu

Toolbar

Last opened exams

List of test templates
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3. Basic Terms
Exam is a set of tests performed during the surgery. Exam can contain one of more
tests. Only one test can be performed at a time.

Test is a procedure of data acquisition during surgery. Traces of different modalities
can be acquired during the test. Test parameters are determined in test template.

Test template is a template according to which the data acquisition is performed.
The test template contains the lists of recorded sites, stimulators, modality windows,
etc. that are used during the test.

Baseline — traces and parameters accepted as reference ones. Traces and
parameters acquired during the test are compared with baseline data.

4. New Exam Creation

4.1. Patient Information

To create new exam, click New toolbar button , use Exam|New menu
command, or [Ctrl+N] key combination. The “Exam” dialog box will appear (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11
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Enter patient's data and exam data into the input boxes of "Exam" dialog box. To
move to the next input box, use [Tab] button. The "Exam" dialog box contains
the following input boxes:

"Name". Enter patient's name. When you start entering patient's name, the drop-down
list with patients’ names starting with the same letters will appear
(Fig. 12).

Fig. 12

If the patient card is already exists in the database chose his/her name from this drop-
down list using [↓] and [↑] buttons and press [Enter] button. At that the software
automatically fills data in the remaining fields from the database.

"Sex". Specify the patient's gender. You can do it using the mouse or [←] and [→]
keys.

"Date of birth". Enter patient's date of birth. If the date of birth was not entered,
the "Input date" message will appear in this field.
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To enter patient's date of birth you can use the drop-down calendar (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13

Then you can specify patient's height and weight.

"Hospital". Enter or chose the department name from the drop-down list.
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"Diagnosis". Enter the provisional diagnosis. To open the window with the list of
standard diagnoses according to ICD-10, click "Standard diagnoses…" button
(Fig. 14).

Fig. 14

Chose the block to which the disease is related, click "+" button located to the left
from class name, choose the subclass, and choose the disease. You can also perform
search using "Search" input box. To do it, enter the part of the disease name in
the "Search" input box and click “Search” button. When you find the required disease
name, click “Add” button. The chosen diagnosis will appear in the field below. You can
add several provisional diagnoses using the described sequence of actions. To add
chosen diseases to the "Diagnosis" field of the "Exam" dialog box, click “OK” button.

You can also specify surgeon's, assistant's and nurse's names in corresponding
fields.

"Template:" is the name of test template to perform the monitoring. If the test template
is missing or you want to create a new one, select "New template" drop-down list. You
can find the detailed description of template creation in chapter 8 "Creating and
Editing Test Template".

"ID". Exam ID.

"Folder file". Specify the current database card-file. To change the card-file, click
“Change...” button.

"Photo". Click on the photo field and chose the file with patient photo.
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Use "Additional" tab (Fig. 15) to enter the additional patient's data (social security
number, address, phone, etc.).

Fig. 15

Use "Additional fields:" table to add some parameters to the patient card. You can edit
the list of additional parameters in software settings. These actions are available only
for software administrator (see chapter 8.7.4 "Administration").

When you are finished with the data entry, click “OK” button. After that the test window
of the selected template will appear on the screen.
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4.2. Test Window
Test window (Fig. 16) contains a set of data and stimulator windows Their number
depends on test settings.

Fig. 16

You can find the detailed description of window types in chapter 7.5 “Windows”.

In stimulator window you can enable/disable the related stimulators and also adjust
their settings.

Data windows

Stimulator
windows
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4.3. Monitoring
Before the monitoring start it is required to place all required electrodes.

To review and print the table of used sites, stimulators and their switching to amplifier
channels, use Test|Print template... menu command (Fig. 17).

Fig. 17

To receive the template in paper format, click “Print” button.

After applying the electrodes to your patient, check electrode placement quality by

impedance check. To check the impedance, click  toolbar button or press [F5]
key.

The impedance check window appears on the screen (Fig. 18).

Fig. 18
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The table contains impedance values in kiloohm (kΩ). If the impedance value is red or
"Break" inscription is displayed instead of impedance value, it means that
corresponding electrode is popped or detached. For proper system work it is required
to achieve good impedance values in all channels. To finish the impedance check,
click “Close” button.

To start monitoring, click  toolbar button or press [F6] key. The signal delivered
from amplifier will be displayed in monitoring window. If the error occurs, the message

with its description appears. To stop monitoring, click  toolbar button once more
or press [Esc] key.

Click  button to activate/deactivate the mode of data saving to database. You can
also start data saving to database by pressing [F7] key. In this mode data from
windows where acquisition is allowed will be saved to database.

If “Automatically enable saving during monitoring” checkbox is selected in
test settings, the record is saved to database automatically (see section 7.1
“General”).

4.4. Stimulation

To start stimulation, click  toolbar button. At that the drop-down list with
stimulators and stimulation programs available in this test appears (Fig. 19).

Fig. 19
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To start the stimulation, choose the corresponding menu item or press the specified
key. The current stimulator or stimulation program will be selected. The traces in
corresponding windows will be refreshed during the stimulation. To stop
the stimulation chose Stop stimulation menu item or select the current stimulator
once more. To pause the stimulation, choose Pause menu item or press [Pause]
button. To resume the stimulation press [Pause] button once again.

If you change the stimulator during the stimulation, the current stimulation
program will be paused. On completion of new stimulation this program will
be resumed.

If the stimulation program is to be run several times, the counter timer located
rightward the program name will show the time left before the next stimulation start
(Fig. 20).

Fig. 20

The  button is always highlighted during the stimulation.
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You can review current stimulation parameters in the stimulator window (Fig. 21).

Fig. 21

You can also adjust stimulation parameters in this window. To change the parameter

by one step, use  or  button. If you want to change the parameter quicker,
hold one of these buttons down for more than one second. If you double-click
the stimulus amplitude value, you will change its polarity (“+” — normal polarity, “–“ —
inverse polarity, “±” — biphasic stimulus).

To change the stimulator extended properties, click on the line with its name.
The appearance of stimulator setting window depends on stimulator type.

You can start stimulation in stimulator window (Fig. 22). To do it, click  button. To

stop the stimulation, click  button. If you use electrical stimulator, you can see
the actual value of the current applied to a patient (Fig. 22).

Fig. 22

Measured current
value

Stimulator windows
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If stimulating electrode is improperly placed (electrode popping artifact) or detached,
the "Break" inscription will appear in the corresponding stimulator window (Fig. 23)
and “No stimulus” inscription will do in the related data window (Fig. 24).

Fig. 23

Fig. 24

When you perform stimulation, you can adjust the sound notification that will sound
after each stimulus. To do this, right-click the stimulator window and in the appeared
drop-down menu choose Sound item (Fig. 25). You can select the file for the sound
notification in the test settings (see section 7.3 “Stimulators”).

The sound notification is played only if the stimulator contacts a patient.
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Fig. 25

Use the corresponding items of drop-down menu located on the stimulator panel to
switch between the repetitive and single pulse stimulation (Fig. 25). If you select
the repetitive stimulation, you can specify the number of pulses to be delivered. As
soon as the required number of pulses is delivered, the stimulation is stopped
automatically.

4.5. Setting the Baseline
During the monitoring it is required to compare the current traces with the native ones
obtained before the beginning of the surgery (baseline ones). Usually baseline traces
are the ones obtained after the anesthesia infusion but before the surgery. To mark
the traces as baseline ones, use Save as baseline context menu command of data
window. After that the selected trace will be marked as baseline and become green-
colored.

If it is required to remove the baseline trace, use Delete baseline context menu
command of the related data window. Using Hide/Show baseline menu command
you can hide the baseline trace.
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4.6. Comments

You can add comments during the monitoring. To do this, click  toolbar button. In
the dialog box that appears enter the text of the comment (Fig. 26).

Fig. 26

You can color-code the comment to be displayed in the “Event” window and on
the time scale.

If the test template contains the list of default events, you can select one of them
using “Enter comment:” drop-down menu (see section 7 “Creating and Editing Test
Template”).

These comments are saved in the exam. You can review the list of all added
comments in the "Events” window (Fig. 27). The list of events contains a comment
text and time it was created. Depending on the settings (see section 8.7.1 “General”)
the current time or the surgery start time can be shown in the event.

Fig. 27

If you click the event text, the traces or other test data obtained at the moment of its
creation will appear in all related data windows.

Event window
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Also you can add the comment in the data window or "Trends" window. To do it, use
the “Comment” context menu command of the related window. The comment time
shall comply with the current time shown in the related data or trend window.

To edit the text of the comment entered before, select it with the mouse in
the “Events” window and choose the Edit… context menu command (Fig. 28).

Fig. 28

To remove the selected comment, use the Remove context menu command.

4.7. Sound
You can turn on the accompanying sound for native traces. If this option is activated,
than you will hear the sound accompanying the native trace. The loudness of
the sound is proportional to signal amplitude. To switch on the accompanying sound,
click  toolbar button. On the panel that appears (Fig. 29) you can switch on/off
the accompanying sound, and adjust the volume using the slider.
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Fig. 29

In this list you can select the sites to accompany. If several sites are selected,
the sound volume will be proportional to the sum of their amplitudes.

If “Switch on when threshold is exceeded” checkbox is selected, the sound notification
is played only when the threshold goes out the specified limits. The threshold values
for the sites can be adjusted in the test settings (see section 8.2 “Sites”)

If “Eliminate stimulus artifact” checkbox is selected, the sound during the stimulus
artifact occurring is muted.

If the parameters are out of specified limits, the program can deliver special
notifications. To enable or disable the notification quickly, press  button. If

the notifications were disabled, the button appearance changes to .  To  set  up
the notifications, use test template (see section 6.6 “Notifications”)

If the electrosurgery detector (ES detector) is on, the notification will be
automatically switched off during the use of electrosurgery devices.

4.8. ES Detector
The electrosurgery device is a source of electromagnetic noises that is why it is
required to mute the sound and pause the data processing during its use. Neurosoft
Company manufactures the specialized ES detector that can detect when
the equipment is on. At that the program mutes the sound automatically and pauses
the data processing. To ensure the proper ES detector functioning, place the cable of
electrosurgery device inside the ES detector clip (Fig. 30).
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Fig. 30

If you press  toolbar button, the ES detector group box shall appear (Fig. 31).

Fig. 31

To enable the ES detector functions, press  toolbar button. If the ES detector is

used, the button looks like this . Using the slider you can adjust the relative
threshold for ES detector triggering. If the detector does not respond to the coagulator
being used, raise the sensitivity of ES detector clip by moving the slider leftward.

When the electrosurgery device is on, the lightning inside the shortcut becomes red
and the sound is muted. Also the stimulation, the trace averaging and other data
processing are paused during the electrosurgery equipment use.

4.9. Changing a Layout
You can change the window layout of the test, and create additional window layouts
(see chapter 6.8 “How to Change Window Layout"). To switch quickly between
layouts, click  toolbar button. Choose the required window layout from the drop-
down list (Fig. 32).
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Fig. 32

You can also use the special toolbar buttons to switch between the window layouts.
To activate this option, perform the steps described in section 8.3 “Toolbar Setup”.

4.10. Changing Test Parameters
To edit the parameters of the current test such as used sites, stimulators, data
windows, etc., use Test|Edit test menu item. You can find the detailed description of
test editing in chapter 7 “Creating and Editing Test Template”.

If it is required to change any data window settings, right-click the required window
and select Change… context menu item.

4.11. Adding New Test
If during the monitoring it is required to add the test, use Test|Add test main menu
item. After that “Add test” dialog box should appear at the screen (Fig. 33).

Fig. 33
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Select the required test in the list and press “OK” button.

New test window will appear.

4.12. Switching Between Tests
If the exam includes contains several tests, you can switch between them using
toolbar button. Choose the required test from the drop-down list (Fig. 34).

Fig. 34

At that chosen test appears on the screen. Monitoring in only one test can be
performed at a time. So, before you start monitoring in other test, you should stop
monitoring in the previous one.

4.13. Video
During the monitoring it is possible to review and record the video stream from one
and more video cameras, for example, from surgery microscope camera. Connect
the camera to computer and open View|Video main menu command. The “Video”
dialog box should appear. If the video capture does not occur, check the video
settings (see section 8.7.10 “Video”). To disable the video option, unselect
View|Video main menu command.

4.14. Removing Traces
To remove useless traces from the data windows, use Remove current traces
context menu command of the related window or press [Del] key.  It  results  in
the removal of only current or selected traces. To remove all traces of the selected
window, use Remove all traces context menu command.

4.15. Saving Data
To save the current exam state to the database, use  button or [Ctrl+S] key
combination. To save the test results automatically, select “Automatic saving every …
min.” option and indicate the time period for data saving (see chapter 7 “Creating and
Editing Test Template”).

If you want to save the current test settings for the next time, use Test|Save as
template menu command. Enter the template name in the appeared dialog box. Next
time you can select this test template to start a new procedure.
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4.16. Finishing an Exam
As son as the exam is finished, close it using  toolbar button. In case you need it,
you may open this exam later and continue the recording. When the surgery is
finished, it is recommended to close the exam using Exam|Finish… menu command
as it helps to prevent the acquisition resume.

5. Reviewing the Recorded Exams
To review the recorded exams, choose its description in the “Exams” list of the main
window (Fig. 35).

Fig. 35

Recent exams
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Also to search and open the required exam, you can use the “Exams Manager”
software. To do this, press “Open”  toolbar button or use Exam|Open exam
manager menu command or [Ctrl+O] key combination. The “Exams manager”
window will appear on the screen (Fig. 36).

Fig. 36

The list shows the exams of the current card file. Select the required exam using [↑]
and [↓] keys or just left-click the corresponding row.

To review the exams of other card file, choose its name in the drop-down list located
in the left top corner (Fig. 37).

Fig. 37

You can find the detailed description of this software in the “Exams manager ” annex
to user manual.
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As soon as you selected the exam, press “Open” button. The last test window
appears on the screen (Fig. 38).

Fig. 38

The test window view depends on its type and test template.

You can review all data obtained during the monitoring and generate the surgery
report.

5.1. Timeline
To navigate over the test use the timeline. To activate it, use View|Timeline main
menu command. It should appear in the bottom part of the screen (Fig. 39).

Fig. 39

Timeline
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The timeline allows reviewing the traces recorded during the monitoring and time
data. The color-coded timeline elements indicate the traces of different modalities.
When you point the mouse cursor to such element, you should see the information
box showing the details of the tests and surgery duration including elapsed time
(Fig. 40).

Fig. 40

When you click the timeline element, the marker should appear. In the right upper
corner of an element you can see the test name, current (clock) time and time elapsed
from the surgery start. The traces recorded at that moment will be refreshed in all data
windows.

Using the context menu of the timeline you can select the data to display and color-
code them (Fig. 41).

Fig. 41

The timeline can consist of several lines. You can specify the line to display
the related markers (Fig. 41).

5.2. Switching Between Tests
If the surgery template contains several tests, you can switch between them using
toolbar button. Choose the required test from the drop-down list (Fig. 42).

Fig. 42

At that chosen test appears on the screen.
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5.3. Reviewing History Window
The history window is intended to display simultaneously the graphs from different
data windows in main test window and also comments entered during the test.

To open the history window, use Test|History… menu command. The “History” dialog
box should appear at the screen (Fig. 43).

Fig. 43

Select the sites to be shown in the history window and press “OK” button. After that
the history window appears at the screen (see also section 7.5.14 “History Window”).
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5.4. Creating Surgery Report
The surgery report is a document with data obtained during surgery including text
information and graphs. The report can be of two types: built-in or Microsoft Word
format (Microsoft Word 2007 or later). The type of generated report is selected using
Report|Use Microsoft Word main menu command (Fig. 44).

Fig. 44

Select Test|to report… main menu command or press [Ctrl+P] key combination to
display “To report” dialog box at the screen (Fig. 45).

Fig. 45

In this dialog box you can customize the comment and also choose the data to include
to the report.

“Current view”. If this option is selected, the current traces are added to the report.

“Entire test”. If this option is selected, all saved test traces with timeline are added to
the report.
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“Interval”. If this option is selected, the saved test traces for the specified interval are
added to the report.

“Events”. If this option is chosen, the test traces related to the checked events and
comments selected in the “Events” window (Fig. 46) are added to the report. To select
all events, press “Select all events” button.

Fig. 46

When you activate any option, the traces from selected data windows (Fig. 45) are
added to the report.

To copy the content of any data window to the report, use Copy to report context
menu of the related window.

To preview the report content press  button or use Report|Open… main menu
command.

To create new report, use Report|New… main menu command.

Using the “Test” window (activated with Test|Edit test… menu command) you can
customize the surgery report template that shall be generated for such type of tests
(see section 7.8 “Report”). The report template can include the patient and exam data,
font settings, etc.

After report creating or opening the report editor should appear at the screen.

To go back to test window, use menu command to switch between the tests
(see section 5.2 “Switching Between Tests”.
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6. Remote Review
This option is intended to review the OR workstation display via LAN. It allows
performing the monitoring staying outside the operating room.

To use this option, activate the remote control mode on the used workstation (see
section 8.7.9 “Remote Monitoring”). To do it, open the browser on the remote
computer and enter the local IP address of the workstation and port number (for
example: 127.0.0.1:8080) in the address bar.

The workstation display shall appear through the browser (Fig. 47).

Fig. 47

Input box to enter
the message
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You can communicate with the OR staff using the text messages. To do it, enter
the message text to the input box located in the top part of the browser and press
Send button. After that the “Chat” (Fig. 48) dialog boxes with the received messages
shall appear both on the workstation and your PC.

Fig. 48

7. Creating and Editing Test Template
The test template contains the description of the sites, stimulators, stimulation
programs, etc. that are used during the surgery.

Also the test template contains the descriptions and settings of the data windows that
are displayed during the test.

The test template editor appears when the new test template is created or the existing
one is edited.
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7.1. General
In “General” page (Fig. 49) you can adjust some test parameters.

Fig. 49

“Name” — test name.

“Description” — comments for test.

“Amplifier” — choose the required amplifier in the drop-down list. To select
an amplifier, press “Setup…” button. In the appeared dialog box you can set
the amplifier parameters such as sampling rate, input range, filters, etc. The dialog
boxes to set different amplifiers may differ depending on the selected device.

“Autostore on monitoring start” — this option allows storing the data to the database
automatically at monitoring start.

If you save the whole record to the database, it does not ensure that all
traces are saved as far as the data recording in some windows can be
disabled.

“Autosave every … min” — if this option is selected, the program will automatically
save the current exam state to the database in specified time interval.
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7.2. Sites
“Sites” page (Fig. 50) contains the list of sites used in the test.

Fig. 50

To add a new site, press “Add” button. Enter the following site parameters to
the appeared line.

“Name” — enter the required site name.

“Channel” — select the number of the amplifier channel from the drop-down list. If
the selected amplifier is capable of channel switching (for example, Neuro-IOM-32),
you can specify the connectors to switch the “+” and “-”of amplifier channel.

“Range” — the value of input amplifier range.

“HPF” — high pass filter value.

“LPH” — low pass filter value.

“NF” — notch filter checkbox. You can set the mains frequency value using
the “General” tab of “Settings” window (see section 8.7 "Settings" Dialog Box).

“Sound” — audio feedback. It goes together with traces acquired at monitoring. If
several sites are selected, the data of marked channels will be summed.

“Threshold” — checkbox to enable/disable threshold and its value. If a threshold for
a site is selected, the program should detect when this threshold is exceeded.

“Color” — the site color. All site traces in test windows will be colored as you
specified.
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To set a color, click the drop-down list and select the required color (Fig. 51).

Fig. 51

To remove a current trace from the test template, press “Delete” button.
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7.3. Stimulators
The “Stimulators” tab (Fig. 52) contains the list of stimulators used in the test.

Fig. 52

To customize its parameters, press  button rightward the stimulator name.
The “Stimulators” dialog box with the settings of the selected stimulator shall appear
on the screen. The view of the stimulator setup dialog box depends on the selected
stimulator type.

To change the stimulator type, press “Setup” button. The “Stimulators” dialog box
shall appear on the screen (Fig. 53). The current stimulator is usually selected. If other
stimulator is required, find it in the list and select.

If the related stimulator is connected to computer, you can see the “Connected” status
rightward the stimulator name.

Fig. 53
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As soon as you press “OK” button, the dialog box with selected stimulator settings
shall appear on the screen. The type of dialog box depends on the selected
stimulator.

To add new stimulator, press “Add” button. In the appeared dialog box (Fig. 53) select
the stimulator you are going to use. On stimulator setup completion, a new row with
stimulator name appears in the list.

Column Description:

“Name” — the stimulator name. Here you can enter or edit the stimulator name.

“Freq.” — the stimulation frequency. If you check it, the stimulator will operate with
the indicated frequency. If you do not check it, the stimulator will operate in single
pulse mode.

“Parameters” — the stimulation parameters. The stimulation parameters depend on
the selected stimulator.

“Sound” — allows selecting the audio file to be heard when the stimulus is applied to a
patient (in case of electrical stimulator). If there no contact with a patient, the sound is
disabled. To enable the stimulus sound, select the required checkbox (Fig. 117).

Fig. 54

Then press  button to select the required audio file. To listen to the selected audio
file, press  button. If the audio file is not selected, the default file is played back.

“Hotkey” — the hotkey combination to switch on the stimulator. To enter the required
key combination, left-click the corresponding table field. The frame will appear instead
of it. Press the required key combination. The description of the selected combination
will appear in this table field.

“Stimuli” — the number of stimuli delivered by generator in repetitive stimulation
mode. When the required number of stimuli is delivered, the stimulation is stopped. If
the number of stimuli is not specified, the stimulation is stopped manually or
automatically, for example, on average completion.

To remove the stimulator from the list, select it and press “Delete” button.

Some Neurosoft stimulators are described below.
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7.3.1. Neuro-TES Transcranial Electrical Stimulator
Neuro-TES transcranial electrical stimulator is intended to stimulate the motor cortex.
The stimulator can generate the pulses of different waveforms (single pulse, train,
double train, train + pulse) with up to 1000 V amplitude.

To  ensure  patient  safety,  the  stimulus  power  is  limited  to  50  mJ.  If  this
threshold is exceeded, the further increase of amplitude, duration or
number of pulses in train is disabled.

The “Settings” dialog box to adjust Neuro-TES parameters is shown in Fig. 55.

Fig. 55

“Voltage (V):” — the stimulation voltage in volts. The value in this spin box can not
exceed the one selected in “Maximum voltage, V” spin box.

“Voltage step (V):” — set the value (in volts) to change stimulus amplitude when it is
increased or decreased per one step.

“Stimulation type:” — choose the stimulation type using the drop-down list.

· “Single pulse” — stimulation with single pulse with predefined amplitude and
duration.

· “Train” — pulse sequence with predefined amplitude and duration. You can adjust
the interval between pulses and number of pulses in train.

· “Double train” — stimulation with two trains with predefined interval between them.

· “Train + pulse” — stimulation with train and one pulse with the predefined interval
between them.

· “Assimetric double train” — stimulation with a sequence of two trains. The trains
can differ with the number of pulses and amplitude.

“Stimulus polarity:” — choose the stimulus polarity using the drop-down list.
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· “Normal — when it is selected, the positive voltage is applied to anode and
the negative voltage is delivered to cathode.

· “Inverse — when it is selected, the positive voltage is applied to cathode and
the negative voltage is delivered to anode.

· “Biphasic (normal)” — when it is selected, the bipolar stimulus changes the polarity
from normal to inverse. If it is a train, each pulse in train will be biphasic.

· “Biphasic (inverse)” — when it is selected, the bipolar stimulus changes the polarity
from inverse to normal. If it is a train, each pulse in train will be biphasic.

“Switch” checkbox. If this checkbox is selected, the switch is either on or off. Using the
switch the stimulus can be delivered to any of four channels. To do this, select one of
four outputs for anode (Plus:) and cathode (Minus:).

If the electronic switch is missing, the software informs you about it before
the monitoring start. Plug in the electronic switch or uncheck “Switch”
checkbox in the stimulator settings.

7.3.2. Neuro-IOM Multichannel Electrical Stimulator
Neuro-IOM electrical stimulator ensures 8 high-current stimulation channels and one
direct nerve stimulation channel. The “Settings” window of electrical stimulator is
shown in Fig. 56.

Fig. 56

“Stimulation type – the stimulation type.

· “One channel” — only one stimulation channel is used. The related output can be
selected using “Stimulator output:” drop-down list. If low current stimulation should
be applied, select “Low” menu item.
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· “Multi-channel” — is selected when several stimulation channels are used
simultaneously. This mode is applied when the limbs are stimulated to record
somatosensory evoked potentials and it is required to deliver stimuli to different
stimulator outputs (Fig. 57).

Fig. 57

“Amplitude units:” Choose the amplitude measurement units. If “Milliampere” is
selected, the stimulator controls the stimulation current irrespective of impedance
contacts. When “Volt” is selected, the stimulator controls the stimulation voltage.

“Maximum current (mA)”. Enter the maximum value of stimulation amplitude. When
the specified value is reached, the program does not allow exceeding the amplitude.
The maximum current for low current stimulator is 30 V or 20 mA.

“Change step (mA)”. Enter the step value to change the stimulus amplitude. It can be
measured in milliamperes or volts, upon your choice.

If the single pulse stimulation is selected, specify the following:

“Polarity” — the stimulus polarity.

“Amplitude/Voltage:” (depends on the selected stimulator). The stimulation intensity in
milliamperes or volts depending on the selected measurement units.

“Stimulus type”. Select the stimulus type in the drop-down list.

· “Single” – one pulse of specified amplitude and duration.

· “Train” — pulse sequence with predefined amplitude and duration.

· “Biphasic” — one bipolar pulse with predefined amplitude and duration.
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· “Double train” — stimulation with two trains with predefined interval between
them (except low current stimulator output).

· “Train + pulse” — stimulation with train and one pulse with the predefined
interval between them (except low current stimulator output).

“Stimulus duration (µs)” — stimulus duration in microsecond.

If the multi-channel stimulation is selected, specify the following:

“Number of stimuli in sequence:” — set the number of stimuli in a sequence.

Using the table you can adjust the parameters of each stimulus:

· “Channel” — select the channel number to deliver stimulus in drop-down list.

· “Amplitude/Voltage”. The stimulation intensity in milliamperes or volts depending on
the selected measurement units.

· “Duration” — the duration of the related stimulus in microseconds.

· “Polarity” — the stimulus polarity.

· “Interval” — the interval between stimuli in milliseconds. The software adjusts
the interval automatically depending on the stimulation frequency and number of
stimuli in sequence.
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7.3.3. Electrical Stimulator Built in Neuro-IOM Amplifier
Unit
The electrical stimulator built in the Neuro-IOM amplifier can be adjusted in
the following way (Fig. 58).

Fig. 58

“Max current (mA):” — the maximum stimulation current in milliamperes. This value
shall not exceed 200 mA.

“Change step (mA):”. Enter the step value to change the stimulus amplitude in
milliamperes.

“Number of channels:” – the number of stimulator channels to be used. Using
the electrical switch you can enlarge their number up to 4. If multi-channel stimulation
is needed, you can specify different parameters for each channel.

“Stimulation current (mA):” — the stimulus amplitude in milliamperes.

“Stimulus duration (µs):” — the stimulus duration in microseconds.

“Polarity:” — stimulus polarity.

“Commutator output” — the switch output to deliver the stimulus. This option can be
activated only if the electrical switch is connected.
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“Stimulation type:” — the stimulation type. With the built-in stimulator you can
stimulate with single pulses or trains. During the stimulation by trains you can adjust
extra parameters.

“Number of pulses:” — the number of pulses in train.

“Interpulse interval” — the pause between the stimuli in train in milliseconds.

“Third-party firm stimulator. If this checkbox is selected, the external stimulator shall
be used.

7.3.4. Low Current Stimulator Built in Neuro-IOM
Amplifier Unit
The built-in low current stimulator is intended for direct current nerve stimulation and
can be adjusted in the following way (Fig. 59):

Fig. 59

“Max current (mA):” — the maximum stimulation current in milliamperes. This value
shall not exceed 20 mA.

“Change step (mA):”. Enter the step value (in milliamperes) to change the stimulus
amplitude. The value is adjusted using the “Change step” combo-box.

“Stimulation current (mA):” — the stimulus amplitude in milliamperes.

“Stimulus duration (µs):” — the stimulus duration in microseconds.

“Polarity:” — stimulus polarity.
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“Stimulation type:” — the stimulation type. With the built-in low current stimulator you
can stimulate with single pulses or trains. During the stimulation by trains you can
adjust extra parameters.

“Number of pulses in train” — the number of pulses in train.

“Interpulse interval” — the pause between the stimuli in train in milliseconds.

“Third-party firm stimulator”. If this checkbox is selected, the external stimulator shall
be used.

7.3.5. Auditory Stimulator Built in Neuro-IOM Amplifier
Unit
The built-in auditory stimulator is intended to record auditory EP and can be adjusted
in the following way (Fig. 60).

Fig. 60

“Intensity (dB):” — the volume value in decibels.

“Change step (dB):”. Enter the step value (in decibels) to change the stimulation
intensity. The value is adjusted using the “Change step” combo-box.

“Polarity:” — stimulus polarity. The possible values are condensation, rarefaction,
condensation/rarefaction.

“Stimulus duration” — the stimulus duration in microseconds.

“Stimulus type” — select the stimulus waveform in the drop-down list (click or
meander). Besides, if meander is selected, you can adjust its frequency (in Hz).
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“Stimulation side” — select stimulation side in the drop-down list. You can select
either right, left or both.

“Masking noise on” — the masking noise with the specified intensity and side can be
enabled/disabled during stimulation. To activate this option, select “Masking noise on”
checkbox.

“Third-party firm stimulator”. If this checkbox is selected, the external stimulator shall
be used.

7.3.6. Visual Stimulator Built in Neuro-IOM Amplifier
Unit
The built-in visual stimulator is intended to record visual EP on flash and can be
adjusted in the following way (Fig. 61).

Fig. 61

“Stimulus duration (ms):” — the flash duration in microseconds.

“Stimulation side:” — select stimulation side in the drop-down list. You can select
either right, left or both.

“Third-party firm stimulator”. If this checkbox is selected, the external stimulator shall
be used.
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7.4. Programs
“Programs” tab (Fig. 62) contains the list of stimulation programs for a test.

Fig. 62

The sequence of stimulators to operate is specified in the stimulation program.

To add a new stimulation program, press “Add” button. In the appeared dialog box
enter the program parameters (Fig. 63).

Fig. 63

“Name” — the stimulation program name.

“Hotkey” — the key combination to run the stimulation program.

“Repeat after … sec” — specifies the time interval to repeat this program. If
the checkbox is selected, the stimulation is resumed in a specified time interval.

“Stimulators” — the list of stimulators. The selected stimulators are run one by one.
Thus on first stimulator operation completion the next stimulator is run, etc. If
the selected stimulators operate from one multi-channel stimulator, they are run
simultaneously according to the multi-channel stimulator settings.

To change the order of stimulator activation, use the “Up” and “Down” buttons.
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Using the context menu you can separate the stimulation with pauses. To do it, right-
click the required test (Fig 64). In the appeared drop-down list select “Insert pause…”
menu item.

Fig 64

In the row that appears adjust the pause duration in seconds (Fig. 65).

Fig. 65

To change the selected test, press “Change” button (Fig. 62).

To remove the test, press “Delete” button (Fig. 62).
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7.5. Windows
The “Windows” tab (Fig. 66) contains the list of test modalities.

Fig. 66

To add a new window, press “Add” button. In the appeared dialog box set the window
type (Fig. 67).

Fig. 67

After that the dialog box with the corresponding window settings will appear.
The types of windows are described below.

The selected window will appear in the list of test windows. You can add several
windows of the same modality to the test, for example, to record somatosensory
evoked potentials, add left and right extremity windows.
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To change the settings of existing window, select it in the list and press ”Setup”
button. In the appeared dialog box specify the required parameters.

To remove the window out of a test, use “Delete” button.

7.5.1. Free-run Window
The free-run window contains native traces displayed in oscilloscope mode
(Fig. 68).

Fig. 68

Select the site using the checkboxes leftward site names. If the channel signal is too
noisy, you can disable this channel by unchecking the corresponding checkbox. After
that the corresponding trace will be displayed as a flat line (isoline).

To change scale and sweep use drop-down lists located at the top right corner of
the window. You can also use [+] and [-] buttons to zoom in/out the traces.

Site name

Site selection

Scale (mV per division)

Sweep (ms per division)

Two-panel mode switch

Enable/disable storing to disk
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To change the trace scale, left-click the name of the related site. The buttons to
control the scale should appear (Fig. 70).

Fig. 69

Use  button to enable/disable data saving to disk. If this option is activated,

the button changes its view to . The data saving option is available only if general

recording is run (  toolbar button). The duration of recorded fragment is specified in
window settings.

Use  button to display the additional panel with traces (Fig. 70). You can review
the fragments of acquired traces during monitoring.

Fig. 70

At that the window is split into two parts. The left part contains the monitoring panel,
and the right panel allows reviewing the acquired fragments. To move to previous or
to next fragment use  or  toolbar button respectively.
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If the threshold for some site is set (see section 7.2 “Sites”), left-click the related site
name to display the dotted line of threshold level (Fig. 71). To change the threshold
level, drag this line using the mouse.

Fig. 71

The  button is intended to enable the sound notification when the threshold is
exceeded. If the sound notification is activated, the image changes to the following

one . The setup of the sound notification is described below.

To set up window parameters use Setup... local menu item (right-click to open local
menu). You can use "Settings" tab to customize the following window parameters
(Fig. 72).

Fig. 72

Use "Name" input box to change the window heading.

You can change the scale of traces displaying using "Sweep" and "Sensitivity" drop-
down lists.
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The group of checkboxes "Record" allows adjusting trace acquisition parameters:

· "Turn on recording when threshold level is exceeded". If the checkbox is selected,
the trace fragment acquisition starts automatically when the threshold level is
reached. Use "Traces" tab to set threshold levels for each site (see chapter 7.2
“Sites").

· Turn on recording while stimulation. This option enables automatically the recording
when the stimulator indicated in the drop-down list is used.

· "Limit record duration, s.". This option allows to limit the duration of recorded
fragments. The fragment duration will be limited by value specified in selection box
located to the right. Fragment duration is given in seconds. If the checkbox is
unchecked, the fragment duration is unlimited, i.e. the recording should be stopped
manually.

· "Record prehistory, s.". If the checkbox is checked, trace fragments acquired before
the recording start will be also saved to disk. Fragment duration is given in seconds.

You can select the sites to be displayed in monitoring window from the list on "Traces"
tab (Fig. 73). You can specify the set of traces on “Traces” tab (see section 7.2
“Sites”)

Fig. 73
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To choose all sites, select “All sites” checkbox. If a threshold is specified for any site,
you can set a sound notification to be heard when the specified threshold is reached.
The sound notification type depends on the selected audio file. If “Frequency”
checkbox is selected, the signal will sound proportionally to maximal amplitude of
input data. For example, if maximal trace amplitude exceeds the threshold twice as
much, the signal will sound two times per second.

The test can contain several free-run windows with different sites and parameters.

7.5.2. Somatosensory EP
The somatosensory evoked potentials are the signals obtained at stimulation of
extremities. The signals recorded from each extremity are displayed in separate
windows (Fig. 74).

Fig. 74

The line with window name is located in the top left corner.

To change scale and sweep of displayed traces use drop-down lists located at the top
right corner of the window. You can also change scale and sweep using [+\-] and [*\/]
buttons respectively.

Enable/disable
storing to database

Stimulus parameters

Baseline trace

Parameter
Baseline trace marker
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If you want to change the scale of one specified trace, click the corresponding trace
name. At that "+" and "-" buttons appear to the left from the trace. Use these buttons
to zoom in/out the trace (Fig. 75).

Fig. 75

If the trace scale differs from the scale indicated at the top of the window, it is
specified below the site name.

The time when the displayed EPs were acquired is shown in EP window. Depending
on the settings (see section 8.7.1 “General”) either real time or time from surgery start
is displayed. To move to previous or next response use  and  main toolbar
buttons respectively. When you move to other response new traces will be displayed
in the window and time will be changed. At that traces in others windows will be
replaced with traces corresponding to new time value.

To enable/disable saving to database use  button. If the disk saving option is
deactivated, the button changes its view to .

The trace saving to database is available only if “Record” button of main
toolbar is pressed.

At the top right part of the window the values of trace parameters are displayed.
The corresponding marker is positioned on the trace. You can adjust marker position
using the mouse.

If baseline trace was defined for the window, it is displayed in green color.
The component marker on baseline is also displayed in green color. Besides, for each
parameter, its deviation from baseline value is displayed (in percent).

If you want to mark the current trace as baseline one, use Save as Baseline local
menu command.
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In the bottom right part of the window you can review stimulation parameters when
the displayed EPs were obtained. If the used stimulator can indicate the real value of
current applied to a patient, you can see this value in parentheses.

During the stimulation the red mark will highlight near the site name. If the averaging
is run, two figures will be displayed near this mark. They are maximal number of
averagins and current number of averagings (Fig. 76).

Fig. 76

If a site name is red, the averaging of this trace is disabled because of artifacts
(the signal exceeds the input range of amplifier or specified reject threshold).

To set up EP window use Setup... context menu command. Use "Settings" tab
(Fig. 77) to change window name, choose the appropriate stimulator from the list of
stimulators available in test template, change scale, and adjust trace layout.

Fig. 77

Active window mark

Maximal number of averagings

Current number of averagings
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"Name". The window heading.

"Stimulator". You can choose the stimulator from the list of available stimulators in test
template. The responses to stimuli generated by chosen stimulator will be displayed in
this window. You can review the list of available stimulators in “Stimulators” tab of test
template dialog box (see section 7.3 “Stimulators”).

"Sweep" and "Sensitivity". The general scale settings of trace displaying.

"View mode". Trace layout.

There are three ways of trace arrangement:

· Replace.

· Vertical stack.

· Overlay.

· Groups.

The "Replace" display mode is described above (Fig. 74).

In the "Vertical stack" mode (Fig. 78) traces are displayed one under another;
the current trace is displayed at the bottom part of the window.

Fig. 78

The time of trace recording is given leftward each trace. Depending on the settings
(see section 8.7.1 “General”) either real time or time from surgery start is displayed. In

Baseline trace

Current trace
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this mode you can specify distances between traces in millimeters. You can also use
[Ctrl+*] and [Ctrl+/] key combinations to change intervals between traces.

If you keep the mouse cursor in the right part of the window, the scroll bar appears
that allows moving quickly to the required traces.

In the "Overlay" mode (Fig. 79) traces acquired from one site are displayed on one
isoline.

Fig. 79

The current trace is displayed in bright color, the others are less bright. The number of
displayed traces can be specified in settings.

In “Groups” mode (Fig. 80) the traces are grouped one under another for each trace.
The current trace is displayed the last one in the group.

Fig. 80
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You can also use [Ctrl+*] and [Ctrl+/] key combinations to change intervals between
traces.

If you keep the mouse cursor in the right part of the window, the scroll bar appears
that allows moving quickly to the required traces.

Use "Traces" tab (Fig. 81) to choose the sites to be displayed and averaged in this
window.

Fig. 81

To choose the site, select the corresponding checkbox. If you want the trace image to
be inverted, select the corresponding "Invert" checkbox. The list of sites used in
the test is specified in test template (see chapter 7.2 “Sites”).
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To set acquisition and averaging parameters use "Record" tab (Fig. 82).

Fig. 82

“Analysis epoch, ms”. Duration of analysis epoch, in milliseconds.

"Stimulus artifact". Artifact removal settings:

· "Duration, ms". Assumed artifact duration, in milliseconds.

· "Zero out". If the checkbox is selected the fragment of trace from stimulus onset will
be deleted. The duration of fragment to be deleted is specified in the field above
("Duration, ms" field).
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· "Show marker". If the checkbox is selected the vertical line of assumed artifact
duration will be displayed (Fig. 83). You can drag it using mouse.

Fig. 83

"Averaging". The group of averaging options:

· "Maximum stimulus number". Allows to set the maximum number of averagings.
When the number of averagings reaches the specified value, the averaging process
stops and the stimulator switches off.

· “Exponential moving average". Special averaging type. This averaging algorithm
allows to perform continuous averaging. At that the trace is obtained by summering
of previous trace epochs with weighting factors applied. The weighting for each
trace epoch decreases exponentially. If the recording is run, the obtained trace is
saved even after maximal number of averagings.

"Alpha". Exponential averaging coefficient. If it increases, the last trace epochs impact
more on the trace being averaged. It allows to get a quick feedback to estimate
the current changes, however the averaged trace quality becomes worse.

“Autocompletion criteria”. If the specified averaging parameters are fulfilled,
the automatic termination of averaging occurs before the maximal number of stimuli is
generated. They are:

·  “FSP” — minimal value of signal recurrence at averaging. For example,
the recommended value of auditory brainstem response (ABR) is 3.1 and more.

· “SNR (signal/noise)” — minimal value of signal-to-noise ratio.

· “RNL (residual noise level, nV)” — maximal value of residual noise level in
nanovolts.

“Enable arbitrary change of interval between stimuli”. This option activates the special
mode of stimulation frequency change to ensure better power-supply noise rejection.

Artifact marker

Artifact duration
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"Remove artifacts". If the checkbox is selected, epochs with artifacts exceeding reject
threshold will be excluded from analysis.

"Skip first stimuli (p.)". This option allows to skip specified number of stimuli after
the stimulation start.

"Do not save while recording". If the checkbox is selected, traces from current window
are not saved in database. The current option state is indicated by  icon in the top
right corner of the window.

"Save responses to normal stimuli only". If the checkbox is selected, epochs obtained
in response to incorrect stimuli will be excluded from analysis (If stimulating electrode
is detached or stimulator does not contact patient's body).

Use "Markers" tab (Fig. 84) to specify components to be found on traces for further
parameter calculation.

Fig. 84

To add the marker click "Add" button. At that new line will be added to the list.

"Name". The name of the marker.

"Min, ms" and "Max, ms". Use these fields to specify the interval where the peak of
specified polarity ("Peak" drop-down list) is to be found on selected trace ("Trace"
drop-down list), in milliseconds. The program positions marker with specified
parameters automatically. Then you can adjust its position using the mouse.
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To specify the list of parameters to be calculated for current window use "Parameters"
tab (Fig. 85).

Fig. 85

To add new parameter click "Add" button. At that new line will be added to the list.

"Name". The name of the parameter.

"Type". Parameter type (latency or amplitude).

"Trace". The name of the trace to calculate the required parameter.

"From" and "Up to". Use these drop-down lists to set the boundaries of parameter
calculation (start and end markers). "-" value means the trace onset in case of latency
measuring, and isoline in case of amplitude measuring. If you do not specify "From"
and "To" markers the maximum trace amplitude will be calculated as parameter
amplitude value (stimulus artifact zone is not taken into account).

All the parameters you specify will be displayed in data window. Parameter values can
be represented as trends (see chapter 7.5.13 “Parameter Trends") or parameter
window (6.5.15 “Parameter Table”). Also, notifications can be delivered if parameters
exceed specified thresholds (see section 6.6 “Notifications").
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Table 1 contains the description of context menu commands. The context menu is
available by right mouse button click.

Table 1. Context Menu Commands

Command Action
Delete traces [Del] Deletes current traces

Delete all traces Deletes all traces, referred to this window

Save as baseline Saves current traces as baseline ones

Delete baseline Deletes the selected baseline trace

Show/hide baseline Shows or hides baseline trace

Restart averaging Restarts averaging

Copy to report Copies the window content to the report

Note Adds the note to report

Smoothing Switches on the mode of trace smoothing

Trace thickness Allows adjusting the thickness of trace when
displaying

Marker Arranges manually the component marker

Marker panel Shows/hides the marker panel for manual
arrangement

Usually it is required to add several SSEP windows to the test, i.e. one window for
each extremity.

7.5.3. Motor EP
The motor evoked potentials are the signals recorded from muscles in response to
transcranial stimulation of motor cortex.

Fig. 86

The line with window name is located in the top left corner (Fig. 86).

Enable/disable data
storing

Stimulus parameters
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To change scale and sweep of displayed traces use drop-down menu located at
the top right corner of the window. You can also change scale and sweep using [+\-]
and [*\/] buttons respectively.

If you want to change the scale of one specified trace, click the related trace name.
After that "+" and "-" buttons appear to the left from the trace. Use these buttons to
zoom in/out the trace (Fig. 87).

Fig. 87

If the trace scale differs from the scale indicated at the top of the window, it is
specified below the site name.

The time when the displayed EPs were acquired is shown in EP window. Depending
on the settings (see section 8.7.1 “General”) either real time or time from surgery start
is displayed. To move to previous or next response use  and  main toolbar
buttons respectively. When you move to other response new traces will be displayed
in the window and time will be changed. At that traces in others windows will be
replaced with traces corresponding to new time value.

To enable/disable saving to database use  button. If the disk saving option is
deactivated, the button changes its view to .

The trace saving to database is available only if “Record” button of main
toolbar is pressed.

Rightward the trace you can see the maximal amplitude value if it is calculated.

If baseline trace was defined for the window, it is displayed in green color. Besides, for
the maximal response amplitude, its deviation from baseline value is displayed (in
percent).

If you want to mark the current trace as baseline one, use Save as Baseline context
menu command.

In the bottom right part of the window you can review stimulation parameters when
the displayed EPs were obtained. If the used stimulator can indicate the real value of
current applied to a patient, you can see this value in parentheses.
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To set up EP window use Setup... context menu command. Use "Settings" tab
(Fig. 88) to change window name, choose the appropriate stimulator from the list of
stimulators available in test template, change scale, and adjust trace layout.

Fig. 88

"Name". The window heading.

"Stimulator". You can choose the stimulator from the list of available stimulators in test
template. The responses to stimuli delivered by chosen stimulator will be displayed in
this window. You can review the list of available stimulators in “Stimulators” tab of test
template dialog box (see chapter 7 ”Creating and Editing Test Template”).

"Sweep" and "Sensitivity". The general scale settings of trace displaying.

"View mode". Trace layout.

There are three ways of trace arrangement:

· Replace.

· Vertical stack.

· Overlay.

· Groups.

The "Replace" display mode is described above (Fig. 74).
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In the "Vertical stack" mode (Fig. 89) traces are displayed one under another;
the current trace is the last one.

Fig. 89

The time of trace recording is given leftward each trace. Depending on the settings
(see section 8.7.1 “General”) either real time or time from surgery start is displayed. In
this mode you can specify distances between traces in millimeters. You can also use
[Ctrl+*] and [Ctrl+/] key combinations to change intervals between traces.

If you keep the mouse cursor in the right part of the window, the scroll bar appears
that allows moving quickly to the required traces.

In the "Overlay" mode (Fig. 90) traces acquired from one site are displayed on one
isoline.

Fig. 90

The current trace is displayed in bright color, the others are less bright. The number of
displayed traces can be specified in settings.
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In “Groups” mode (Fig. 91) the traces are grouped one under another for each trace.
The current trace is displayed the last one in the group.

Fig. 91

You can also use [Ctrl+*] and [Ctrl+/] key combinations to change intervals between
traces.

If you keep the mouse cursor in the right part of the window, the scroll bar appears
that allows moving quickly to the required traces.
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Use "Traces" tab (Fig. 92) to choose the sites to be displayed and averaged in this
window.

Fig. 92

To choose the site, select the corresponding checkbox. The list of sites used in
the test can be found in “Sites” tab (see section 7.2 “Sites”). If you select “Measure
max. amplitude” checkbox opposite the site, the maximal amplitude of response for
the selected site is detected. If you select “Measure latency” checkbox, the response
latency is found for the related site. Using the “Search interval” column you can
specify the interval (in milliseconds) to search the response.

To set acquisition and averaging parameters use "Record" tab (Fig. 93).
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Fig. 93

“Analysis epoch (ms)”. Duration of analysis epoch, in milliseconds.

"Stimulus artifact". Artifact removal settings:

· "Duration, ms". Assumed artifact duration, in milliseconds.

· "Zero out". If the checkbox is selected, the fragment of trace from stimulus onset
will be deleted. The duration of fragment to be deleted is specified in the field
above.

· "Show marker". If the checkbox is selected, the vertical line of assumed artifact
duration will be displayed (Fig. 94). You can drag it using mouse.

Fig. 94

"Remove artifacts". If the checkbox is selected, epochs with artifacts exceeding reject
threshold or below it will be excluded from analysis.

Artifact duration

Artifact marker
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"Do not save while recording". If the checkbox is selected, traces from current window
are not saved in database. The current option state is indicated by  icon in the top
right corner of the window.

"Save responses to normal stimuli only". If the checkbox is selected, epochs obtained
in response to incorrect stimuli will be excluded from analysis (If stimulating electrode
is detached or stimulator does not contact patient's body).

The context menu commands are listed and described in Table 2. Right-click to open
the context menu.

Table 2. Context Menu Commands

Command Action
Delete traces [Del] Deletes current traces

Delete all traces Deletes all traces, referred to this window

Save as baseline Saves current traces as baseline ones

Delete baseline Deletes the selected baseline trace

Show/hide baseline Shows or hides baseline trace

Trace Shows only selected traces

Restart averaging Restarts averaging

Copy to report Copies the window content to the report

Note Adds the note to report

Smoothing Switches on the mode of trace smoothing

Trace thickness Allows adjusting the thickness of trace when
displaying

7.5.4. Direct Nerve Stimulation
The direct nerve stimulation allows obtaining the motor response of muscle innervated
by nerve in operative area. The direct stimulation window is identical to motor EP
window (see section 7.5.3 “Motor EP”).

7.5.5. Auditory EP
The auditory evoked potentials are the signals obtained at auditory stimulation.
The auditory EP window is identical to somatosensory EP window (see section
7.5.2 “Somatosensory EP”).

7.5.6. Visual EP
The visual evoked potentials are the signals obtained at visual stimulation. The visual
EP window is identical to somatosensory EP window (see section
7.5.2 “Somatosensory EP”).
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7.5.7. EMG Trigger
EMG trigger window (Fig. 95) allows displaying traces acquired when the signal
exceeded the specified level. You can specify EMG trigger operating threshold using
"Sites" tab (see section 7.2 “Sites").

Fig. 95

You can also review and change the specified threshold value in monitoring window
(see section 7.5.1 “Free-run Window").

When the specified threshold is reached, traces of specified duration appear in EMG
trigger window.

The amplitude maximum value is displayed to the right from the trace.

To change scale and sweep of displayed traces use drop-down menu located at
the top right corner of the window, or [+\-] or [*\/] buttons respectively.

To move to the previous or to the next fragment use  or  toolbar buttons
respectively.

The set up of EMG trigger window, use Setup... context menu command.

Enable/disable saving
to database

Maximum amplitude
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You can use "Settings" tab (Fig. 96) to set up window parameters.

Fig. 96

"Name". The name of the window.

“Analysis epoch (ms):”. Duration of analysis epoch acquired after trigger activation, in
milliseconds.

"Sweep:" and "Sensitivity:". The scale of trace displaying.

"View mode:". The mode of trace displaying. There are three ways of trace
arrangement as in EP window:

· In the "Replace" mode only last acquired traces are displayed.

· In the "Vertical stack" mode traces are displayed one under another.

· In the "Overlay" mode traces acquired from one site are displayed on one isoline.
The current trace is displayed in bright color, the others are less bright. You can
also specify the number of traces to be displayed simultaneously.

"Remove artifacts". If the checkbox is selected, epochs with amplitude exceeding
the threshold will be excluded from averaging.

"Don’t save while recording". If the checkbox is selected, traces from current window
are not saved in database even if database storage option is active. If the option is
active, you can see the  icon in the top right corner of current window.
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The list of sites used in the test is determined in test template on "Traces" tab
(Fig. 97) (see section 7.2 “Sites").

Fig. 97

To choose the site to be displayed, select the related checkbox.

7.5.8. EEG
EEG window is intended to record and review the electroencephalogram. The window
view and functions are identical to “Monitoring” window (see section 7.5.1 “Free-run
Window”). It differs in measuring units of trace scale (µV/mm) and sweep (mm/s).
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7.5.9. Spectral Analysis
The "Spectral analysis" window allows reviewing traces of EEG power spectrum
(Fig. 98).

Fig. 98

Use the drop-down menu at the top left corner of the window to set the spectrum view
mode.

In CSA (Compressed Spectrum Array) mode traces of EEG power spectrum are
displayed one under another. Current traces are displayed at the bottom of
the window. Time marks are displayed to the left from traces. The field of spectrum
displaying scale is located to the right from mode drop-down list. You can also use [+]
and [-] buttons to zoom in/out the traces. You can also use [Ctrl+] and [Ctrl-] key
combinations to change intervals between traces.

The trace of spectral edge frequency is also displayed on the graph. The current
parameter value is displayed above the trace name.

If the baseline trace was determined, the corresponding graphs are displayed in green
color at the bottom part of the window. To determine the baseline trace choose
the trace to be marked as baseline one and use Save as Baseline menu command.

The SEF map in sites is displayed at the top right corner of the window. If the baseline
was determined, the map shows the parameter deviation from baseline, in percent.

Mode
switch

Scale

SEF graph

SEF value

SEF baseline

Enable/disable saving
to database
button
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In the DSA (Density Spectrum Array) mode the power spectrum is shown as
the colored chart (Fig. 99).

Fig. 99

The calculation of spectrum power starts in 10 seconds after the monitoring start.

The window setup is performed using Setup... context menu command.
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In the "Spectral analysis" window that appears (Fig. 100) you can specify
the parameters mentioned below.

Fig. 100

"Name". The name of the window.

"Epoch, s". The duration of the epoch, in seconds.

"Frequency range, Hz". The beginning and the end of spectrum range, in Hz.

"Spectral edge, %". The percentage of total power spectrum lower than spectral edge
frequency (SEF) value.

"Window type". The window function applied to source signal.

"CSA". The CSA (Compressed Spectrum Array) mode settings:

· "Turn on". The mode switch on/off indicator.

· "Interval, mm". The distance between traces, in millimetres.

"DSA". The DSA (Density Spectrum Array) mode settings:

· "Turn on". The mode switch on/off indicator.

· "Maximum". Maximum power value for colored chart.

· "Show deviation from baseline". In case the baseline is determined, the deviation
from baseline value will be shown on colored chart in DSA mode.
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Using “Traces” tab (Fig. 101) you can see the sites recorded during the test. Select
the sites to be displayed in the spectral analysis window.

Fig. 101

7.5.10. Autoincrement
The “Autoincrement” window allows increasing the stimulation amplitude until
the response from the selected sites is obtained or the specified stimulation intensity
is reached. This option can be used during the pedicle screw testing.

The recorded traces and color-coded stimulation intensity bar are displayed in this
window. This bar shows when the response in at least one site (Fig. 102) is obtained.
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Fig. 102

To start the acquisition, switch on the stimulator in the related window.
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To set up the window, left-click the “Setup” context menu item. In the appeared dialog
box (Fig. 103) you can adjust the following parameters:

Fig. 103

“Name:” — the window name.

“Stimulator:” — the stimulator selected for the test.

“Intensity (mA)” — the color-coded stimulation intensity bar in milliamperes.

“Sweep:” and “Sensitivity:” — the general parameters of trace displaying within
the window.

“View mode:” — the view of trace displaying within the window.

“Analysis epoch (ms):” — the duration of analysis epoch in milliseconds.

“Stimulus artifact” — the settings to remove the stimulus artifact.

· “Duration (ms):” — the estimated artifact duration in milliseconds.

· “Zero out” — if the checkbox is selected, the trace fragment lasting from stimulus
onset and with the specified duration shall be zeroed.

· “Show marker”. If the checkbox is selected, the vertical line showing the estimated
artifact duration shall appear on the screen. It can be adjusted manually.
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“Save only responses from normal stimuli”. If this option is selected, the epochs
obtained in response to inappropriate stimulus, shall be discarded (for example, when
the stimulating electrode is detached or the stimulator does not touch the patient’s
body).

“Manual mode” — the checkbox to enable the manual mode. Using the manual mode
the stimulation intensity is changed manually using the stimulator toolbar buttons.

On “Traces” tab you can select the sites to be displayed in the window (Fig. 104).

Fig. 104

Rightward the site names you can specify the response search interval for each site.
The response is considered to be the exceeding of the threshold trace amplitude that
is adjusted for the specified interval. The threshold values can be set on “Sites” tab of
the test setup dialog box (see section 7.2 “Sites”).
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On “Stimulation sites” tab (Fig. 105) you can indicate the stimulation site names.

Fig. 105

To add and remove the lines from the list use “Add” and “Remove” button
respectively.

The stimulation sites show the stimulation intensity applied to fix the response for
the related location (Fig. 106).

Fig. 106
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7.5.11. NMB Degree Detection (TOF)
The window of neuromuscular blockade degree detection (Fig. 107) allows estimating
muscle relaxant effect using TOF (Train-of-four) stimulation technique. TOF technique
is to deliver a series of four stimuli at a rate of 2 Hz and to obtain responses.
The NMB degree is calculated depending on the ratio between response amplitudes.

Fig. 107

M responses found automatically are marked with "T" markers. You can adjust marker
positions using the mouse if it is necessary.

Use drop-down lists at the top part of the screen to change trace scale and sweep.
You can also change scale and sweep using [+]/[-] or [*]/[/] buttons respectively.

The  button is the indicator of TOF trace saving to database. If the saving option is

deactivated, the button changes its view to .

The TOF parameter value is displayed rightward. If TOF is 100%, it evidences that
the muscle relaxants are worn off. With TOF less than 40% it is impossible to obtain
motor response.

Enable/disable saving
to database

Parameter value
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To set up the window, use Setup… context menu command. In the appeared dialog
box you can set the following parameters (Fig. 108).

Fig. 108

“Name:” — the name of the window.

“Stimulator:”. Select the stimulator to be used from the drop-down list.

“Site:”. Select the site to obtain the response using the list.

Analysis epoch (ms): — the duration of analysis epoch, in ms.

“Sweep:” and “Sensitivity:” — the scale of trace displaying.

“Sweep speed” and “Sensitivity” — the general parameters of trace displaying within
the window.

“View mode” — the view of trace displaying within the window. The traces can be
displayed in the following way: “Replace”, “Vertical stack”, “Overlay”.

“Do not save during acquisition”. Enable this option, if you do not want to save
the traces from this test window. The current state of this option is indicated in

the window with the  icon.

“Show only responses to normal stimuli”. If this option is selected, the epochs
obtained in response to inappropriate stimulus, shall be discarded (for example, when
the stimulating electrode is detached or the stimulator does not touch the patient’s
body).
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The description of context menu commands is given in  Table 3. Right-click to see
the context menu.

Table 3. Context Menu Commands

Command Action
Delete traces [Del] Deletes current traces

Delete all traces Deletes all traces, referred to this window

Save as baseline Saves current traces as baseline ones. For certain
muscle relaxants it is necessary to acquire traces
before injection in order to estimate TOF properly

Delete baseline Deletes the selected baseline

Copy to report Copies the window content to the report

Note Adds the note to report

Smoothing Switches on the mode of trace smoothing

Trace thickness Allows adjusting the thickness of trace when
displaying

7.5.12. Anesthesia Depth Monitor
The "Anesthesia depth monitor” window (Fig. 109) allows estimating the level of
anesthesia. The NINDEX software (developed by Controles S.A.
(www.controles.com), purchased separately) is used for anesthesia depth index
calculation. NINDEX program calculates the current anesthesia depth index (NINDEX
value 100 indicates that patient is awake, 0 indicates patient’s unconsciousness, and
NINDEX values from 35 to 65 corresponds to insensibility to pain stimulus), displays
it, and sends to Neuro-IOM.NET software.

The Nindex software shall be started on the PC before the monitoring start.

When you start monitoring, you should wait for a few seconds before all parameter
values will be displayed in the anesthesia depth monitoring window.

Fig. 109

It is recommended to perform impedance check to ensure the proper
calculation of parameters.

Signal quality indicator
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The indicator in the top left corner of the window allows estimating the signal quality. If
the signal quality is good, the indicator is green, satisfactory – yellow one, and bad –
red one (if the indicator is red it is impossible to perform estimation of parameters).

To set up the window use Setup... context menu command. In the dialog box that
appears (Fig. 110) you can specify the parameters mentioned below.

Fig. 110

"Turn on". If the box is checked, the anesthesia depth monitor is active.

"Site:". Select the site to calculate the parameters using the drop-down list.

"Calculated parameters". Select the checkboxes opposite the parameters to be
calculated. The values of chosen parameters can be displayed in trend window and
linked with notifications.

7.5.13. Parameter Trends
The "Parameter trends" window (Fig. 111) allows displaying various parameters as
trend graphs.

Fig. 111

The red vertical line indicates the current test time. To review the test data for
the definite time period, click the related graph area. At that all windows show data for

Current time Comments
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the chosen time period. To move to previous or next event, use  or  button
respectively.

The notes added during the test are marked with red flags (see chapter 4.6
“Comments").

To copy trend graphs to the report, use Copy to report context menu item.

To set up the window, use Setup... context menu command.

To change window parameters use "Trend setup" dialog box (Fig. 112).

Fig. 112

"Name". The window heading.

"Show deviation from baseline (%)". If the checkbox is selected and baseline is
specified, the parameter deviation from baseline value is displayed on the graph, in
percents.

The drop-down list allows specifying time interval to be displayed on the screen: all
measurements, the last half-hour, the last hour or last two hours.

The "Parameters" column contains all parameters available for displaying as trend
graphs. To show the parameter in "Parameter trends" window (Fig. 111), select
the corresponding checkbox in “Show” column. You can also specify graph color, type
and shape of points.
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You can select the ordinate axis mode displaying for the graph of the corresponding
parameter in “Limits” column. If “Automatically” option is selected, the minimal and
maximal values on ordinate axis are calculated automatically based on parameter
values. If these values are arranged manually, select “Manually” and set the minimal
and maximal values on ordinate axis (Fig. 113).

Fig. 113

7.5.14. History Window
The "History" window (Fig. 114) is intended for simultaneous displaying of graphs
from other test windows.

Fig. 114

The time scale is displayed leftward. Current time is marked with red triangle. To

move to previous or next response use  or  toolbar button respectively. To
move quickly, use the scroll bar rightward.

The event panel is located rightward the time scale. This panel contains all
the comments added during the test. To hide panel, click  button. To show panel,

click  button.

Note panel

Current time
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The scale of all traces can be adjusted using [+] and [-] buttons. To change the scale
of the separate trace, right-click the column name. The buttons near the site name to
zoom in/out the trace appear (Fig. 115).

Fig. 115

If the trace scale differs from total scale, its value is shown under the trace name. If
you click the site name again, the buttons will disappear.

To increase or change the trace sweep use [*] or [/] keys respectively.

To move the trace horizontally select any trace and press [Shift←] or [Shift→] key
combination. All traces in the related column shall be moved rightward or leftward.

To change vertical distances between traces use [Ctrl-*] or [Ctrl-/] key combination.

If it is required to show only some traces in the history window, then unselect
the checkboxes leftward the time tags of the unwanted traces. Then select “Show only
selected traces” context menu command. In this case only the selected traces shall be
displayed. To show the hidden traces, use “Show all” context menu command.

To add the comment, select the trace in the test window and use “Comment” context
menu command.

To adjust "History" window use Setup... context menu command.
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In "History" dialog box (Fig. 116) you can specify traces to be displayed in the window.

Fig. 116

To do it, select the related checkbox.

In the "Scale" column specify the scale of trace displaying.

In the "Sweep" column specify the sweep for each trace. If you choose "Auto",
the sweep is selected by the program in such a way that the whole trace fits into
the column.

To copy “History” window content to the report use Copy to report context menu
command.

7.5.15. Video Window
During the surgery you can record video using one or more video cameras connected
to the PC. The recorded video is synchronized with data acquired during the surgery.
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To enable the video recording mode, use View|Video... main menu command. If
video camera is connected to your PC, video image appears on the screen (Fig. 117).

Fig. 117

If video image does not appear, check video camera settings (see section 7.5.15
”Video Window”).

To start video recording with data saving to the database, click  button. At that
the recording indicator appears at the top right corner of the screen (Fig. 118).

Fig. 118

To stop video recording, click  button. The recorded video fragment will be
added to the exam.
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The video data window can work in two modes: video recording mode and video
playback mode. To switch to view mode, click “Playback” button. At that the window
switches to playback mode (Fig. 119).

Fig. 119

To switch between recorded fragments, use drop-down menu. You can move
the slider to position within the fragment. To play the current video fragment, click

 button. At that the traces acquired at this moment of video record are
refreshed.

To copy the current frame to the report, use “Copy the frame to clipboard” context
menu command. After that the image shall be copied to the Windows clipboard and
can be pasted to the report or other document.

7.5.16. Parameter Table
The parameter table allows displaying the parameters that are most important during
the monitoring (Fig. 120).

Fig. 120

The table shows the parameter names, its values, difference between the baseline
values and time of their obtaining. Depending on the settings (see section 8.7.1
“General”) either real time or time from surgery start is displayed.

To configure the parameter list, use Setup… context menu command.
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Select the required parameters and press “OK” button (Fig. 121). The selected
parameters will appear in the table.

Fig. 121

It the selected parameters are related to notifications (see section 7.6 “Notifications”),
the parameter value in the table shall be changed in accordance with the color
specified for this signal.

7.5.17. Pulse Oximeter
The pulse oximeter window is intended to display the oxygen saturation value. To see
this value, attach SpO2 sensor manufactured by Neurosoft.

If this sensor is attached to computer, the current value of oxygen saturation is
displayed in the window. The program can support two pulse oximeters.

The change the name of pulse oximeter window, use Setup… context menu
command and enter new heading (Fig. 122).

Fig. 122
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7.6. Notifications
The “Notifications” tab (Fig. 123) allows specifying the criteria to deliver the sound
notifications.

Fig. 123

To add a new notification, press “Add” button. In the appeared row configure
the notification parameters.

The first checkbox shows the notification status. If the checkbox is unchecked,
the notification is disabled.

“Parameter” — select one or several parameters from the drop-down menu. The list of
parameters depends on the modalities used in the test.

“More than” and “Less than” — the minimal and maximal values of selected
parameter. If the parameter value is less than the minimum value or more than
the maximum one, the sound notification file is played.

“%”. If this checkbox is selected, the “More than” and “Less than” values are defined
as values in % relative to baseline one. For example, 10%. means that if
the parameter value exceeds the baseline one by 10%, the sound notification file is
played.

“Sound”. If this checkbox is selected, the audio signal is initiated. To select the audio
file, press  button and specify the required file. To play back the audio file, press
button. If the audio file is not selected, the default one is played back.

“Frequency”. The checkbox allows adjusting the frequency of audio file playing. It is
proportional to the percent it exceeds the specified threshold. For example, if the
parameter exceeds the baseline value per 10%, the audio file will sound only once, if
it does per 20%, then it will be played twice, etc. This option allows defining by ear
how much the parameter value exceeds the specified threshold.

“Volume, %”. The volume of the played back signal.
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“Color” – the color to show the parameter value in the table or the window with traces
(see section 7.5.16 “Parameter Table”)

To remove the notification, select the required notification in the list and press “Delete”
button.

7.7. Comments
On the “Comments” tab (Fig. 124) you can list the default events that may occur
during the surgery. When you add a new comment during the monitoring (see section
4.6 “Comments”), you can select the event using the list of default events regarding
the test.

Fig. 124

To add the comment to the list, press ”Add” button. After that enter the comment text
and specify the color to show this event in the event window and trend window
(Fig. 125).

Fig. 125

The color allows differentiating the event by their importance and finding the event
faster.
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To remove the comment from the list, use the “Delete” button.

7.8. Report
Using the “Report” tab you can configure the report template being created during test
performing (Fig. 126).

Fig. 126

To change the template, press “Change” button.

See the report template editor in Fig. 127.

Fig. 127

The report template editor is located in the middle part of the window. It contains
the elements that are to be included in the exam report.

To add some data to the report that will be known at report generation stage only (for
example, name and age of a patient), you can use the so called “tags” in the report
template text. When generating the report, all tags will be replaced by its values.
The examples of tag use ($Name, $Age, $LongDate) are shown in Fig. 128.
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Fig. 128

In this case after report generation patient’s name appears instead of $Name tag,
her/his age instead of $Age tag and exam date instead of $LongDate tag. To obtain
the list of all available tags, press [Ctrl+Space] key combination or  button on
the toolbar while editing the template. The drop-down list contains all tags available
for use in the report (Fig. 129).

Fig. 129

Choose the required tag. At that the corresponding line appears in the current position
of the cursor in template editor.

Please, pay attention that the text replacing the tag will be of the same style (size,
font, bold letters, etc.) as the tag itself.
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You can also add user tags into the report.

The user tags are the ones created by report template developer. They as tags
already mentioned can be inserted to any part of exam report. However their real
values are requested from a user during the generation of exam report. Let us see
the example.

Let us suppose that it is required to add information about a patient’s temperament
type. There are no such data in the exam features and typically there is no wish to
enter this data to the report manually (it is easy to forget about it). In this case you can
apply user tags. Click "Create" button on the panel located in the right part of
the window (Fig. 130).

Fig. 130

In the dialog box that appears (Fig. 131) click "Add" button.

Fig. 131
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Specify “$Temperament” tag name, enter “Temperament” tag description and select
“List” tag type (Fig. 132).

Fig. 132

In the appeared “User tag setup” window create the list of four temperament types
(Fig. 133).

Fig. 133

After you close these dialog boxes the new “$Temperament” tag will appear in the list
of available tags activated by means of [Ctrl+Space] key combination or by pressing

the  button.

Now this tag can be used in the report template.
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At the stage of report generation the "User tag values" dialog box (Fig. 134) appears.
In this dialog box you should specify the patient's temperament.

Fig. 134

To edit the template text, use the related buttons (they are standard for most text
editors) over the editor. Among these buttons you can also find the following ones:

 button to insert the table-container to the template,  button to insert the image

from a file, the buttons to move the selected fragment one position forward  and

backward . Besides you can copy, insert, insert image from file, insert table-
container using the context menu of the editor.

To change page parameters (for example, page orientation and borders) use
button.

After you finish report template editing, specify its name and click "OK" button. Then
you can generate a report on the basis of this template.
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7.9. Optional Equipment
Using “Options” tab (Fig. 135) you can adjust the optional equipment used during
the test.

Fig. 135

Footswitches.

The Neurosoft footswitch has three pedals. You can adjust it so the command is
executed with pushed pedal. It emulates the key combination pressing. To link the
pedals with key combinations, click the rectangle rightward the pedal name and press
the required key combination.

If the dialog box on the screen is active, left pedal pushing emulates [Enter] key
pressing on the keyboard and right pedal pushing emulates [Esc] key pressing.

“Neuro-MMG (mechanomyographic sensors)” group box.

The Neuro-IOM.NET software can work with Neuro-MMG system to record
the mechanical responses from the muscles. This system can simultaneously work
with other Neurosoft amplifiers or separately. If the MMG sensors shall be used during
the test, select “Enable” checkbox. After that the MMG channels shall be added to
the list of amplifier sites. Using the drop-down list you can specify the method to
calculate the amplitude of the signal obtained from the MMG sensors.

“X, Y, Z vector” – three signals conforming to x-y-z axes are delivered from
the sensors.

“Module” — the signal of vector module is delivered from the sensors.
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7.10. How to Change Window Layout
The data windows are positioned on the screen according to window layout. To change the
initial window layout, open the data window (Fig. 136).

Fig. 136

Drag the borders of the windows to change the size of windows.

To drag windows you should enable tab visibility mode first. To do it, use
Test|Show/Hide tabs menu command. At that special tabs appear over each window
(Fig. 137). Drag windows by these tabs.

Fig. 137

At that marks of possible window location appear on the screen (Fig. 138).

Borders to
change window
size

Tabs for window
dragging
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Fig. 138

Position mouse cursor over chosen mark and release mouse button. At that
the window will change its position. If you do not choose the new window position and
just release mouse button, the window will be positioned over other test windows.

Use the  button to make the window a pop-up one. In this case the window appears
only if you position mouse cursor over the corresponding tab. To delete window from
the layout (not from the test), use the  button.

When you finish the setup of windows layout, you can save it as additional to the main
one. To do it, use Test|Save layout... menu command. After you entered the name of
new window layout, this layout appears in the list of layouts. To switch between

layouts, click the  toolbar button (Fig. 139).

Fig. 139

Choose the required windows layout from the drop-down list. After that all test
windows will be arranged according to chosen layout.

Possible window
location mark
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To create new layout, select Test|New layout menu item (Fig. 142). The “New layout”
window appears at the screen.

Fig. 140

In “Name” input box enter the layout name and in the “Windows” group box select
the required windows to display on the screen. Press “OK” button and the selected
windows remain on the screen.

To delete unnecessary window layout, click "Delete" button (Fig. 139). You can not
delete the basic layout.

When you finish the setup, save the test template. To do it, use Test|Save as
template... menu command. In the dialog box that appears you can enter a new
name of test template. If you do not change the name of the template, the existing
template will be updated.

7.11. How to Create Test Template from Existing
Ones
To speed up test template creation, you can merge existing templates.
Neuro-IOM.NET software is supplied with the set of default test templates. You can
merge existing templates to create new ones.
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For example, the software contains two test templates: Lower SSEPs and Auditory
EP. Create a template with both Lower SSEPs and Auditory EP template features. To
do it, create a new test template, and click "Add template..." button in the dialog box
shown in Fig. 141.

Fig. 141

In the "Add test" dialog box that appears (Fig. 142) choose "Lower SSEPs" template.

Fig. 142

Then click "Add template..." button once more, and add "Auditory EP" template.

As a result, sites, stimulators and windows used in both tests will be included into new
test template.

Finally, specify the name of the new template and save it.
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8. Software Setup

8.1. Changing of Interface Language
To change interface language use Settings|Language menu command. In the dialog
box that appears choose the required language and click "OK" button.

You can change interface language only if all exams are closed.

8.2. Saving and Restoring of Settings
You can save current program settings in a separate file for further transfer to another
PC. To do it, use Settings|Save... menu command, and in "Save as" dialog box that
appears enter the name of the file where program settings will be saved.

To restore settings from the file use Settings|Load... menu command, and in
the window that appears select the file with settings.

If you want to reset to the default settings, use Settings|Reset to the default
settings menu command.

Please pay attention if you reset the settings, all created test and surgery
templates will be lost. That is why save all required templates in other file.

In case your settings were reset during software updating, you can restore them using
Settings|Restore from backup menu command.

To save the current settings by default, use Setting|Set settings as default main
menu command.
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8.3. Toolbar Setup
Neuro-IOM.NET provides the possibility to change the number of toolbar buttons and
its view by means of toolbar setup.

You can perform toolbar setup using Settings|Toolbars... menu command. In
the window that appears (Fig. 143) the toolbars are listed. In our case, we have only
one toolbar.

Fig. 143

The “Basic” toolbar contains the button for the commonly used commands. On
the “Layouts” toolbar you can find the buttons to switch quickly between the test
layouts.

If the checkbox opposite to toolbar name is unchecked, the panel is invisible.

"Text/Icon". This drop-down list allows specifying the relative position of text and icon
on the button.

"Icon size". Use this slider to set the required icon size.

"Text width". Use this slider to set the required text width.

"Show hotkeys". If the checkbox is checked, the corresponding key combination
linked with corresponding command will be displayed on the button.

"Apply to all toolbars". If the checkbox is checked, specified parameters will be applied
to all toolbars.
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The "Commands" tab (Fig. 144) contains the list of available commands divided into
groups.

Fig. 144

To add button to a toolbar choose the required command from the list and drag it to
the toolbar. To delete button from the toolbar drag it away from the toolbar.

To change key combination linked with command, choose the command and click
"Hotkeys" button (Fig. 145).

Fig. 145
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At that the "Configure hotkey command" dialog box appears on the screen (Fig. 146).

Fig. 146

Press the required key combination and click "Add" button. You can also select
the required key combination from the "Available hotkeys" list and press “Add” button.
After that the selected key combination is added to the "Current hotkeys" list.

8.4. Color Scheme
To change the color scheme, use Settings|Color scheme... main menu item.

In the "Color scheme" dialog box that appears (Fig. 147) you can change colors of
elements in program.

Fig. 147

"Background". Background color of all data windows.
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“Highlighted background”. The background color of the stimulator window. If you click
the stimulator panel, the related stimulator window changes the color to the selected
one.

"Grid". The color of the grid in test windows.

"Text". Text color (site names, parameters etc.).

"Baseline". The color of baseline traces and markers.

"Marker". The color of markers (not baseline ones).

“Stimulator panel” — the background color of stimulator panel.

Traces (by default). The color of traces by default. If you did not specify the trace color
in test settings, the trace color is default one. If you specify the color, the trace color
as you selected (see section 7.2 “Sites”).

To change the color of some element, open the drop-down list in the "Color" column.
Choose the required color from the color palette that appears (Fig. 148).

Fig. 148

To reset to the default colors, click "Default" button.

It is more convenient to change color scheme when test window is opened. In this
case you can observe changes made to color scheme.
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8.5. Viewing Log File
The log file is a chronological record of the events. The log file contains the text
information on the events and errors occurred when the software was run. The study
of the file content, after the error has occurred, allows understanding the error cause.
To view the file content, use the Settings|Open log file… main menu item. After that
the dialog box with the file content shall appear. Here you can save it as an external
file or send by e-mail.

8.6. Running External Programs
To run external programs without closing Neuro-IOM.NET, use Settings|External
programs menu command. You should set up the list of used external programs
beforehand. To do it, use Settings|External programs|List menu command. In
the "External applications" dialog box that appears (Fig. 149) you can specify the list
of application used.

Fig. 149

To add a new application to the list, click "Add" button. Enter the program description
(name) in the "Caption" input field. The specified description will be included in
Settings|External programs list. In the "Command line" input field specify the path to
the file to be executed. To find the required file on your PC open the file explorer by
clicking the «…» button located to the right from input field.

To delete the application from the list of external programs of Neuro-IOM.NET, select
it in the list and click "Delete" button.

To change the order of lines in the Settings|External programs menu use "Up" and
"Down" buttons.

When you are finished with making the external program list, click "OK", and all
the specified applications will appear in the Settings|External programs menu.
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8.7. "Settings" Dialog Box
The "Setting" dialog box allows to change software settings. To open it, use
Settings|Change... menu command. All settings are categorized. Each category is
located on corresponding tab.

8.7.1. General
On the "General" tab (Fig. 150) you can change such parameters as user name,
password, etc.

Fig. 150

“Login:”. The user name to log in. You can change login to another which does not
match the existing ones.

“Password:”. A keyword corresponds to specified login and required at each program
start.

“Request login and password”. If the checkbox is selected, user login and password
will be required after the program startup. In case you do not want to pass
identification each time when you start the program, uncheck the checkbox. If you
want to be prompted for login and password at program start, start the program
holding [Shift] button down.
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“Settings password:”. This option allows to protect settings with password. You should
enter the password in the input field to the right. If the checkbox is checked, you will
be prompted to enter password to open the "Settings" window. If the entered
password is incorrect, the "Settings" dialog box stays unavailable.

“Program start” group box. Action carried out automatically after the program startup.
If the "Create new exam" radio button is selected, the "Exam" dialog box appears at
program start. If the "Open Exams Manager" radio button is selected, the Exams
Manager opens at program start.

“On exam closing” group box. Action carried out automatically after the exam closing.

“Use data compression for archiving”. The data compression at saving to archive. If
the checkbox is unchecked, speeds up the operation with archives, but increases file
size.

“Max number of opened exams:”. Limit of exam quantity to be opened simultaneously.
If the maximum number of opened treatments is "1", you should close the current
exam before you open another.

“Show time from surgery beginning”. If the checkbox is selected, the time from surgery
start is displayed in all windows. Otherwise the real time is shown.

"Power supply frequency". You should select either 50 or 60 Hz power supply
frequency. This parameter impacts the notch filter settings.
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8.7.2. Report Setup
On the "Report" tab (Fig. 151) you can change exam report settings.

Fig. 151

“Show dialog box “New report”". If the checkbox is selected, the dialog box with
a query for report name and comment will be displayed before creating a new exam
report.

“Show glossary with report”. If the checkbox is selected, the glossary window will be
displayed each time you open exam report editor. Glossary is the window with the list
of frequently used phrases which can be added to exam report.

“Copy reports to the folder”. If the corresponding checkbox is selected, the exam
reports are simultaneously copied to the specified folder on a computer disk at
the moment of report saving.

On this tab you can also change the default font of the report. To do it, click
"Change..." button and specify font parameters.
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8.7.3. Exams Manager
On the "Exams Manager" tab (Fig. 152) Exams Manager settings can be specified.

Fig. 152

“Show only compatible exams”. If the checkbox is selected, the “Exams Manager” will
display only those exams that can be reviewed (opened) with Neuro-IOM.NET
software.

“Don’t show empty patient cards in exams view mode”. This option allows excluding
the empty patient cards from the Exams manager list during the database review.

“Use trashbin for removed examinations”. This option allows keeping the removed
data in a trasnbin without removing completely. Clean the trashbin to remove these
exams completely.
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8.7.4. Administration
On "Administration" tab (Fig. 153) you can work with the list of users, change the view
of patient card and new exam window.

Fig. 153

The “Administration” page is available only for administrator or user who has
administrator rights. Administrator is the user who logs in the program under "Admin"
name. In case the user with "Admin" name does not exist in database any user can be
an administrator. Settings described below are common for all software users.

“Users”. The list of all software users. To add new user, click "Add" button. To delete
user select his/her name from the list and click "Delete" button. If you delete a user,
you also delete his/her own settings. To change user name, choose user from the list
and click "Change..." button. In the dialog box that appears enter new user name.

If the "User database" is specified, the list of users is taken from this database and
can not be changed. The description of user database creation is given in "Exams
Manager" annex to the user manual.

In the "Workstation name" input field enter the PC name. This name will be saved with
exam and will be displayed in Exams Manager. This workstation name allows defining
on which PC the exam was performed.
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“Patient and exam data”. This group box allows to include/exclude fields to/from patient
card and new exam. To include chosen field to patient card or exam check
the corresponding checkbox.

To set up additional (user) parameters introduced in patient card, click "Additional
parameters..." button. In the "Additional parameters" dialog box that appears
(Fig. 154), add parameters you need.

Fig. 154

To add new parameter click "Add" button. At that the "New parameter" line appears.
In the "Name" input field specify the new parameter name. To specify the type of
the parameter, use the "Input field" radio buttons.

"Simple string". The simple input field.

"Input with history". The input field with the list of values entered earlier.

"User-defined list". The input field allowing to choose values only from pre-specified list.
To create this list, click the "List" button.

To delete additional parameter from the list click "Delete" button.

The “Default sex of patient:” drop-down list (Fig. 153) allows to specify the patient’ sex
by default at the beginning of each new exam.

“Validate input data” (Fig. 153). If the checkbox is selected, the software will not allow
you to start new exam until you enter patient’s name, sex, age and weight.

“Allow to start only one program copy” (Fig. 153). If the checkbox is unselected, then
at each application run (see section 2.4 “Program Run”) a new copy of application
shall be created. Otherwise only Neuro-IOM.NET software shall be active.
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8.7.5. Upgrade
On the "Upgrade" page (Fig. 155) you can enable the option of automatic software
upgrade.

If the option is enabled the software is updated automatically on the local PC in case
the new software version is available in local network.

Fig. 155

“Enable”. If the checkbox is selected, the option is enabled.

"Distributive’s folder". Specify the distributive location in this field.

"Program settings upgrade". Specify the method to update the software settings.
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8.7.6. GDT
On the "GDT" tab (Fig. 156) you can specify the settings required for work with
external databases using GDT or HL7 interface engine.

Fig. 156

The program works via the GDT protocol if /gdt parameter is specified in command
line.

In this case input data are saved in the folder specified in the "Directory for incoming
data" field, and output data are saved in the "Directory for outgoing data" field.

The report generated according to template specified in the "Copy text to file:" drop-
down list is saved to output file.

Using the “Encoding:” drop-down list you can set the encoding to record the exam
report.
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8.7.7. Test Templates
Neuro-IOM.NET software is supplied with the set of test templates. You can review
the list of test templates on the "Test templates" page (Fig. 157).

Fig. 157

To add new test template click "Add" button. At that the dialog box for test template
editing described in chapter 7 “Creating and Editing Test Template” appears on
the screen.

To delete template, click "Delete" button.

To edit the existing template, press “Change” button (see chapter 7 “Creating and
Editing Test Template”).

You can save chosen test template as separate file and copy it to another PC or send
by e-mail. To do it, select the template, click "Save as" button and specify file name.

To copy the template from external file select it, click "Import" button and specify
the name of the file with test template. After that the new template will appear in
the list of test templates.
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8.7.8. Optional
On the "Optional" page (Fig. 158) you can customize the settings of the ES detector,
Nindex software, etc.

Fig. 158

“ES detector”. The electrosurgery detector settings.

· "Enable". Select this checkbox to switch on/off the detector.

· "Threshold, mV". The ES detector triggering threshold, in millivolts. Adjust
the relative triggering threshold in percents. The lower is the threshold, the more
sensitive is the detector.

· “Delay, ms”. The time interval in milliseconds. This parameter allows adjusting
the time interval from the ES detector switching off to the sound activation and
signal processing.

“Nindex”. The settings of Nindex software.

“TCP port”. The port to exchange data with Nindex program.

“Auditory EP” (“Headphones”). The type of headphones by default.
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8.7.9. Remote Monitoring
Using “Remote monitoring” tab (Fig. 159) you can enable the remote viewing of your
screen during the monitoring of a surgery via LAN.

Fig. 159

“Turn on”. This option allows connecting remote “viewing” computers to your PC.
The user of remote “viewing” computer should enter IP address of main computer to
address bar of the browser (for example, 192.168.0.1:804) on his/her device
(computer or tablet). Then this user should type two-spot and port number specified in
“Port:” input box (“Settings” dialog box) of main computer.

“Frame frequency (fps):”. Set the number of frames per second in this spin box to
adjust the frame frequency on remove “viewing” computer. If LAN with limited capacity
is used, decrease frame frequency to 1 frame.

“Quality (%)”. Adjust the quality of an image transmitted to remote “viewing” computer
using this spin box (100% is when the image resolution complies with the screen
resolution). If LAN with limited capacity is used, decrease the image quality.
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8.7.10. Video
On the "Video" tab (Fig. 160) you can specify parameters of video recording during
the exam.

Fig. 160

"Camera 1", "Camera 2", "Camera 3". Select these checkboxes to enable
corresponding video cameras. Neuro-IOM.NET can support up to three video
cameras.

You can change the video compression algorithm for each active camera.

"Microphone". Select the checkbox to enable the sound recording. You can also
change the default audio compression algorithm.

"Sound playback while recording ". This option allows to switch on/off audio playback
during surgery.

"Fragment duration, s". The video record can be divided into fragments, in seconds.
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8.7.11. Feedback
Using the “Feedback” tab (Fig. 161) you can enable the automatic feedback option to
contact the manufacturer.

Fig. 161

The feedback with the user allows improving the software and fix the detected bugs
promptly. In this option is enabled, the software shall send the messages related to
bugs to Neurosoft server.

Turn on feedback“. If this checkbox is selected, the feedback option is enabled,
otherwise the feedback option is disabled.

“Test” button is intended to test the connection with Neurosoft server.

8.8. Updating Firmware
The firmware is the content of the non-volatile memory of device. To update
the firmware, use Settings|Update built-in software main menu item. This option
can be used to update Neuro-IOM.NET software.

When you start to update the software, it shall check the versions of the available
firmware and inform you on the necessity to update.
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The update process is described in the technical manual for the related amplifier.

8.9. Hardware Simulator Mode
The patient simulator mode allows demonstrating Neuro-IOM.NET software when
the amplifier is not connected.

To enable the simulator mode, use the Exam|Emulation mode main menu
command. After that the software shall function in simulator mode. The “Emulation
mode” signature shall appear in the start window heading and main window heading.

Fig. 162

Now you can showcase the software without connecting the amplifier and perform
the signal acquisition and stimulation.

To switch to common mode, use Exam|Emulation mode main menu command
again.

The hardware simulator mode can be activated if none of exam is opened.


